240v outlet home depot

We were given a welder that has a big volt plug, but our home doesn't have any V outlets
already wired. What to do? Turns out the plug we had is NEMA You can probably figure out
what yours is from a chart. If it's close, measure the lengths of the prongs and compare to what
is listed. Now go check your breaker box. In most US residential neighborhoods, you'll have two
thick wires coming in from the street. These are the mains V alternating current oscillates
between V positive and V negative. Each of the V AC outlets in your house uses one of the lines
from the V pair and one "neutral" line which has a 0V potential , so the total potential at the
outlet is V. But we want V so we'll have to draw from both lines poles at once. For that, we'll
need a double throw 2 pole 50 or 60 Amp lots of current for a welder! Also available on Amazon
for about 10 bucks. Before fiddling around in the box, turn off the main breaker where the mains
lines come in! Now fit in your new breaker - it's big enough to span two of the tabs protruding
from the rails in the back of the box one from each pole. Get three lengths one of each red,
black, and green of AWG 8 insulated copper stranded wire again, very thick for the big currents
we're handling from your Home Depot or wherever. Strip the ends a centimeter or so. I only
needed to run my wires a few feet into my garage, but you may have to route a longer distance.
Poke out another one of those tabs in the side of your breaker box to make room for the new
wires. Screw in your green wire into the ground rail. Screw your red and black into your newly
installed breaker. Screw the other ends of the wires into your receptacle. If you're not installing
the receptacle in a wall, be sure to cover the back with some insulating tape to ensure that you
don't accidentally short the two liver terminals. Dude, you don't have a ground in that box, only
a neutral. You can't wire a NEMA to that box. You did get lucky on one part. YOU have to put
clamps on the wire where it goes through holes to prevent the wire from pulling out and rubbing
to wear away the insulation. You also mount your recepticle in a box. Reply 4 years ago. Please
remove this instruction set: it is potentially lethal advice in several directions. Even though you
throw the main breaker, there is still volt power in the box, just waiting for you to touch it. He
says nothing about bringing the wires in through a strain-relief fitting, so in short order the
sharp sides of his newly punched hole in the side of the box can skin the insulation from the
wire and kill the next guy on the box. He doesn't run his wire through conduit or even tack it
down apparently, so God knows all the different ways that can go south. I could go on, but
there's no need. The unpracticed person, i. It must grounded!!! Before , 3 wire v outlet without
ground were allowed and only used for some appliance needs both v and v. Reply 5 years ago.
Please be aware that working in a breaker box can and will kill someone who is not paying
attention or does not know what they are doing. This is a good start, with a bad finish. In the
state that I live in, in my country, we are allowed to wire our own homes, not others peoples
houses or business without a licensed unconstitutional by the way All electrical work needs to
be done by a licensed electrician for insurance purposes in my country. Besides that if your
gonna have a power point outside the wall mount it in a box and conduit the wires. There should
be massive warnings about doing any of this instructable. You sort of should mention how you
can die if your not careful and even if you throw main breaker it mightn't disconnect neutral and
even if it did neutral can still have voltage on it. By danielhfourie Follow. More by the author:.
About: just getting back into Instructables. Hopefully some better projects to come! Did you
make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. Which is the proper wire to the
smaller lug on the 50a 3wire plug? Black or white? Since the two blades of the recepticle are
both hot, it does not matter. DavidS 4 years ago. JamesT97 5 years ago. JamesT97 Reply 5
years ago. JoshH13 5 years ago on Introduction. I agree with Groybe, this should be done with
extreme caution. One standard electrical outlet contains a volt wire and a neutral wire which
deliver power using one phase of your electrical service. Older homes and appliances may use
three-prong volt outlets. However, modern outlets and appliances use a ground wire too, which
means modern volt plugs have four prongs. Many large, motor-driven appliances run more
efficiently with a volt power supply. The volt outlets are intended for use specifically with
heavier appliances that need more electricity to operate. You may need to have a volt outlet
installed if you purchase one of the following items:. Compared to standard volt receptacles,
volt outlets are larger, with rounded tops, and three or four holes depending on the age of the
outlet. Recently, volt outlets have switched from three-prong to four-prong. Older three-prong
outlets were designed to contain two live wires and one neutral. The additional prong on
four-prong outlets adds a ground wire, providing additional safety against electrical shock.
Rewiring your appliances with four-wire plugs and installing four-prong volt outlets will solve
any safety or compatibility issues. If you would like volt outlets installed in your home,
including for your electric car, contact Mr. We can also re-wire your older appliances with
four-prong plugs so they work perfectly with your new outlets. Schedule an appointment online
or call us at today. Skip to main content. Your health and safety are our highest priority during
this time. Click here for our precautionary measures. Home Volt Outlets Volt Outlets. Which

Appliances Use Volt Outlets? You may need to have a volt outlet installed if you purchase one
of the following items: Oven, range, or cooktop Clothes dryer Water heater Central air
conditioner Electric car Level 2 charger Identifying Volt Outlets Compared to standard volt
receptacles, volt outlets are larger, with rounded tops, and three or four holes depending on the
age of the outlet. Three-Prong vs. Four-Prong Volt Outlets Recently, volt outlets have switched
from three-prong to four-prong. Rely on Mr. Electric for Installing Volt Outlets If you would like
volt outlets installed in your home, including for your electric car, contact Mr. July edited
November -1 in General. Getting my 1st MS delivered at end of month. Was wondering what
others paid for installation. July edited July It depends on the amount of work required. I'm sure
you have received several bids. I cannot stress how important to have a quality electrician do
the work to code. In my case the electrician had to make minor adjustments to my garage's
electrical panel, run about 30 feet of metal conduit panel to plug , and install and wire the Nema
outlet. I thought it was fair. Depends on local labor rates. Layout of your home. Local code
concerns. If the power panel is in the garage and has the capacity to spare that sounds wildly
expensive. If they have to install another box and run wire the length of the house thru an attic
and you live in CA then it might be fair. July edited November Get multiple bids, and consider
having a Tesla Wall Connector installed instead I got lucky and our box is basically right on the
other side of my garage wall where the plug is, so it was within 2 feet. The electrician has
hooked up other EV's but this was his first Tesla, which I don't mind giving the guy a chance
and it's worked great. Him and his father who he brought with him couldn't stop talking about
the car, which was great. You've given no information about your situation. If in SoCal I can
recommend an electrician. Both times I used electricians from the Tesla website. Like others
said you may have certain requirement that justify the price but it sounds steep. With a quote
like that I would get in other quotes. Seems high. Northern Virginia. In May , a Tesla
recommended electrician installed my HPWC on a two foot cable run from my electrical box in
my garage. He provided the wire and the amp circuit breaker. I pulled the county permit.
Installation was in northern Virginia. Unit has worked flawlessly. My run is feet as electrical box
is on other side of house. Where are you? I got the utility in LA to give me a rebate that covered
the charger and most the installation. If you go to Home Depot you can price the components.
You'll need a circuit breaker- same brand as your electrical box, a plug, a box to put the plug in,
a cover, and wire for the run. You may also need conduit. Once you have that cost the
remainder is labor and profit. Like, crazy long. That's a lot of copper and conduit, and possibly
additions to your breaker box. Plus just the labor involved in attaching all that conduit to your
house safely. May not be such a bad price after all, but there's nothing wrong with getting a
second opinion. Will be installed in four days. No tesla electritions near my area in northern IL.
My guy says he has done a few.. The panel in my house is fairly new, and the run was pretty
short practically next to the panel , so the cost of conduit was minimal. I paid about That's the
upper end of reasonable for me. Especially considering I could have done it myself. The only
thing stopping me was I wanted an experienced home electrician to assess my main panel
breakers for optimum fit because I had run out of space and need to move stuff around and
consolidate, and for drilling through the garage wall. You need a hammer drill to drill through
my siding which I don't have. I could have run the conduit, wired the outlet and mounted the
box myself. I do have experience as an electrician in shipboard and industrial setting though.
But still with youtube and the internet, almost anybody could do a simple install like that.
Especially if you have plenty of room in your main service panel. For a simple outlet install
though, probrably want to go with 6 AWG wire. Some metal lightweight conduit. And if you don't
want to get a pipe bender, some 90 degree junction boxes. Plus box connectors with bushings,
if all this sounds too much then just pay an electrician. But really its not that hard. August
edited August I used an electrician from the Tesla site. Nice local guy. It's a little on the high
side, but still fair. It's going to be an outdoor outlet so it needs the weatherproof housing. And
my town requires permits for that, so he's handling that too. The longer run for the heavy gauge
copper wire was over 40 feet. One outlet would have been plenty-- We have 2 Model S90Ds but
have never needed to charge both at the same time. Electrician is coming next Friday. October
edited October Moving to Portland Oregon. Memphis area. October edited November Get an
extension to your dryer socket such that either the dryer is plugged in or the car is plugged in.
As long as you don't use the dryer at night you can treat your tesla like you treat your phone.
Plug it in at night an you have a full "tank" battery in the morning. Pros: 1. Cost is minimal.
Cons: 1. It is limited to about 35A. So don't expect it to be a supercharger. Plan your charging to
be at night. If you have more than one Tesla, it will not charge both at same time. One at a time.
Short run. Sign In or Register to comment. I had a question from a site visitor regarding the
connection of a new air compressor in his shop. His existing circuit was no longer large enough
to accommodate this new unit. He was going to have to run a new larger feed to the compressor

to get it hooked up, or so he thoughtâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. I have a 15A V single receptacle on a
dedicated circuit that used to run my old compressor. It used to only draw 7A on V, and it was
not a dual voltage motor. Do I have to run a new circuit to the compressor? It is about 40ft.
Whenever the option is available, it is best to connect a dual voltage motor to the higher
voltage. Here is what we have to do to make this change in the circuit to convert it from V to a V
supply. First, you must be absolutely certain that the outlet in question is indeed the only outlet
on this circuit. Check every outlet for power, inside and outside of the building. If the
compressor is supplied with a cord, you will need to change the cord end to a 15A, V cord cap,
and the receptacle to match NEMA R. In the panel, you need to shut off the main supply to this
panel, whether it has a main breaker, or is supplied from the main service as a subpanel. You
will be working amongst other hot wires and buss bars so best to shut it off completely and
arrange for some battery powered light, or light from another source such as a generator or
inverter. Make sure that if you have to move breakers around to do this, take the time to modify
the panel schedule to identify the circuit breaker positions that you moved. Most breaker panels
are designed so this is not possible, but some one for sure is FPE, Schneider, Sta-blok will
allow this to happen, and has caused much grief over the years. Now identify what neutral white
wire belongs to this circuit by tracing the hot and the neutral right from the cable entering the
panel, to the neutral buss bar. Check, and re-check that you have the neutral that belongs to
this circuit or again, you risk putting V on a V circuit. Disconnect the hot black and remove the
1-pole breaker and remove the neutral white wire from the neutral buss bar. Install the new
2-pole breaker. Now you need to identify the white wire as a hot conductor. You do this by
coloring a significant visible section of the wire with a black permanent felt marker, or use black
or red electrical tape. Connect the black wire to one terminal, and the newly identified white wire
to the other terminal. This is a good time to check that all the connections in the panel are nice
and tight by re-torqueing them with the proper screwdriver s. Now you are ready to install your
new cord end and receptacle if cord-connected , or hard-wire the compressor to the junction
box with proper flex cable, connectors, cover-plate, etc. You need to identify the white wire as a
hot wire at the junction box as described above as well. You must also make the proper splices
and connection in the motor junction box if it was previously set up for V supply. As you can
see, arming yourself with some electrical knowledge can save you money. Taking the time to
investigate your options, and learning how to do things properly and safely can be very
rewarding. Advertise With Us. How to Convert an Outlet or Receptacle from V to V I had a
question from a site visitor regarding the connection of a new air compressor in his shop.
Bookmark the permalink. Extension Cords â€” Repair or Replace. Popular E-Book. Terry
Peterman, the Internet Electrician. Switches Receptacles Lighting Outdoor. Am wiring a v
dedicated receptacle. Line coming into receptacle is black, white, ground. The saw is v 5hp. It
was suggested to tie the red and ground wires together. Wasn't sure about that Idea, so I
thought I would toss it out for some help. You basically have a properly grounded plug for your
table saw 4 wires ; however your receptacle that would feed it does not 3 wires. Before we
continue, V can mean anything in terms of a dedicated circuit. You'll need to make sure that the
receptacle's amperage matches your table saw. Amperage, not voltage, is what more accurately
determines how much or what can be placed on a circuit. Hooking up less amps from the circuit
than your saw can mean it won't work at all, and a higher amperage feeding the saw can mean it
won't trip in time due to any overloads. Therefore, making sure the amp circuit breaker, wire,
and receptacle is crucial to making sure this works. The red and black wires coming from the
saw are your hot, or load wires. These carry the volts needed to power up the saw. The white is
the neutral wire and the green would be the ground. DO NOT tie the red and green ground wires
together! You have several options to get a solution for safely wiring up your saw. One thing
you can do is to change out the receptacle in the wall to a 4 prong plug. Only do this after
making sure the saw, wire, and circuit breaker feeding it are all the same amps. The 4th wire
would the ground on the receptacle, which you can make it grounded in the box by running a
bare copper wire to a ground screw in the junction box, IF it is a metal box. You can also run the
bare copper and ground it to a metal pipe. This is done for safety, so leaving the 4th ground
alone will not give you protection unless it is grounded. I say run the ground wire versus
running another new grounded line to the receptacle. It would be more time-consuming and
may involve taking out pieces of sheetrock in order for it work. The other option is to change
out the plug on the saw to match your receptacle, provided it is the same amperage and size. It
won't be grounded, but it can work. As always, check with a licensed electrician in your area if
you aren't sure how or where to change out or wire your plug. Those are the 2 options you can
do to solve your problem. Please let me know if you have any further questions or concerns.
Either I am dense or I am just not understanding your answer very well!!!! If I put a 4 prong
receptacle in does that mean I would take the white hot wire in the box to the red terminal on the

receptacle then, of course black-to-black, ground-to-ground and leave one receptacle
vacant??? And yes the Amps are good to go. The other option you addressed in your reply,
went right over my head as to understanding what you meant anyway. To keep the 4 prong cord
you have now to go with your receptacle, you'll need to make sure all 4 wires will be there.
Since you do not have a ground in the receptacle now 2 hots from the black and white and a
neutral wire from the bare copper , you'll have to make a ground yourself. You would do this
option of a 4 wire receptacle to match up your cord from your saw. That can mean either in the
junction box of the receptacle if its metal, or use a piece of bare copper wire and attach it to a
metal pipe or something metal along the length of the circuit. Your red and black terminals
should always be hot wires, and only be connected to them. All I was saying was to add a
proper extra wire for grounding purposes. At the end of the day, you should have a black wire
and white wire from the receptacle connecting to your hot wires, and the copper or third wire
from the receptacle connecting to the neutral line wire from the saw. The 4th ground wire would
be connected to a new ground wire you'd make that I mentioned earlier. It's either that or
change the plug on your saw to a 3 prong. It won't be properly grounded, but it still would work.
Always check your work by a voltage tester or meter to ensure that each hot wire is getting the
proper voltage. Again, sorry for the confusion. But your existing wiring in your receptacle
should be 2 hots in the form of a black and white wire and a bare copper that would be the
neutral wire. Yes I have checked the leads at the junction box. And they are as you mentioned. I
think I have it now but let me double check. Yes that would work, now just grab the right
receptacle for your saw in 4 prong and you'll be good to go! Most large table saws are straight
volts. That's to say they use two 2 hot wires and 1 ground wire. No neutral. The fact that the
plug has four wires concerns me. Can you get me the exact make and model number of this
saw. Also is there a tag on it that describes the voltage requirements? Did you buy it new or
used? I know you're excited about your new saw but lets slow down here for a second. I'd hate
you see you damage your new saw. In your original post you said that you had three wires in
your existing receptacle. Now is this a v receptacle or v receptacles? If it requires a 4 wire
circuit then you MUST rewire so that you have 4 wires. You're model number seems inc
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omplete. Is there a product number? It looks like should be six digits starting with a 7. Sign In
to join the community Help. Gift Ideas. Help with wiring a Volt receptacle. Not what you were
looking for? Try posting a question. Like 0 Comment 10 Stay updated Report. Best Answer. Like
0 Report. Sorry if my response confused you. Double check the breaker feeding the circuit to
ensure thats what is happening. Keep me posted on your progress, and always wire safely.
Black at junction box to Black for saw. White at junction box to Red for saw. Bare neutral at
junction box to white neutral for saw. New Ground at junction box to green ground for saw.
Does that sound about right????????? I hope. By the way I easy to confuse!! You got it, and
hopefully your saw will be working in no time! Thanks for the thought, but this saw came right
from the factory this way. Jet 10in 5hp LTAS. I Thanks for the thought, but this saw came right
from the factory this way. Does this saw have a downdraft table?

